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The present study deals semiquantitati,,ely with two cases of flow arrangement 
by means of bubbling, and with, the effect of the arrangement on specific power 
consu,mption and the throughput of the melting zone. The arrangements con· 
aisted of several transverse rows of bubbling nozzles in the melting zone, and 
of one longitudinal row along the melting zone axis respectively. The results 
indicate a very favourable effect of Buch arrangement on the melting characteristics 
as well as on the melting conditions: the power consumption was significantly 
reduced and the throughput substantially increased, so that the melting tempe
rature could have been decreased; However, an investigation of the two cases like
wise revealed some problems and restrictions which can only be resolved on the 
basis of a precise knowledge of the flow arrangement. This is why the way leads 
to mathematical models of melting zones which will allow the problems to be 
resolved in a general manner. 

INTRODUCTION 

The results obtained so far in parts [l-4] permit the conditions of melting 
in an actual glass tank to be estimated from the standpoints of favourable power 
consumption as well as throughput. The numerical values for model equipment, 
particularly with respect to throughput at high temperatures, are very advan
tageous, but one cannot of course expect the results to be so positive with an actual 
glass tank. This is in particular due to certain simplifications there, 
introduced, such as the assumption of piston fl.ow, that of isothermal melting 
cf. [4], and that of melting without the so-called melting reserve. Practical attain
ability of the favourable conditions is another problem to be resolved. Whereas 
the precisioning of suitable sand grain sizes or refining agent concentration is 
no difficult task, the use of a suitable mean melting temperature, a suitable dead 
zone size or bubbling represent demanding technological requirements that cannot 
always be met at the same time. For exampl!:l, it is difficult to attain a high mean 
temperature in a large tank; on the other hand, bubbling can mostly not be carried 
out in a small tank. Often we do not succeed in affecting favourably the value 
of m.
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THEORETICAL 

Glass  melt ing  i n  a 'l ong' tank with t r ansverse rows of  nozzles  

As  an example of the possible ways of resolving the problem of melt flow in  the 
melting zone, we will deal, at least approximately, with the case when the melt 
is bubbled hy several rows of nozzles in succession at a lower or medium tempera
ture, and in the next section heated to a high refining temperature and rapidly 
refined. This arrangement leads to a substantially better utilization of the melting 
zone [5] and the mixing effect will also favourably affect the sand dissolution 
process [6]. The case of several bubbling barriers was dealt with theorrtically 
in [7]. The advantages of this application can be summarized as follows: 

1. It is possible to estimate the character of flow and thus also the rPfat:onship
betwc:en T and r0• 

2. Bubbling affects favourably the rate of sand dissolution, as proved by labora
tory experiments.

3. Bubbling affects favourably both power consumption and tank throughput,
as proved by preliminary calculations on the model device (cf. Fig. 13 in Part [3]).

4. The fact that bubbling is nowadays currently used in glassmaking practice
and the arrangement suggested can be readily realized on the basis of existing 
operational experience. 

Study [7] gives the following equation for the mean concentration of sand 
particles passing from the I-th row of bubbling nozzles: 

,,,. 

Xm, l+i = L A0Ni+1(l -P')i-lp'i+1, 
i= 1 

(1) 

On substituting for Xm , l+i the standard allowable concentration of undissolved 
sand particles beyond the l-th row, Xm , l+i = XN, then the value of P' in equation 
(1) gives the highest possible rate of flow through the nozzle row, allowing the
standard requirement to be met. For piston flow it holds that

T = (-ri/P') l. (2) 

The value of 'f can then be used in the calculation of Q and P.

In the concrete case, let us consider a melting zone 10 m in length and 4 m 
in width, with a glass melt layer I m in thickness. The batch is charged in the front 
part 12 m\ in length, and the surface in this part is completely covered with a batch 
layer. The remaining part of the melting zone is below a ceiling which is 0.1 m 
above the surface level. Although such a tank would have some difladvantages 
compared to standard industrial types, their elimination would make the calcula
tion too complex and anyway would not affect the results to any considerable 
degree. 

In the case of the use of bubbling, altogether ten transverse rows of nozzles 
are placed in the melting zone behind the batch layer (from the 2nd meter). 
It is assumed that the time of sand dissolution in the tank corresponds to the times 
of dissolution obtained while bubbling the glass melt under laboratory conditions. 
It is further assumed that the rate of fl.ow in the model does not depend on the 
distance from the side walls, that the melt is of model type and that isothermal 
conditions prevail in the melting zone. Following the dissolving of sand, the refining 
is assumed to proceed at the advantageous refining temperatures established by 
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laboratory experiments (jump-wise temperature increase is considered for the sake 
of simplicity). 

The material of the walls, their thickness and specific heat losses due to dissipation 
through the batch layer are the same as in the case of the model device [l]. The 
refining takes place in the elongated melting zone which has the same sectional 
area_ For the course of refining it is assumed that at the refining temperature� 
the bubble should ascend through the entire height of the glass melt, i. e. 1 m. 
Melting without reserves is again assumed. The arrangement will be compared 
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with melting under isothermal conditions, in a furnace of the same shape but 
without bubbling, and with refining at the same temperature as in the former case. 

For the calculation, XN = 1 grain of sand per kilogram of glass melt is taken 
as the standard value, the Ti is chosen constant for all the rows of nozzles, either 
-r, = 240 s or 220 s (the values are approximate and calculated from the literary 
data (8]). The values of At were taken over from [7]. The dependence of the number 
of undissolved sand grains on the number of circulations (the values of N,(-r,)) 
were obtained from the plots of experimental dependence of the number of undissol
ved sand grains on time for the individual cases. The tables of N,(-rt) for the 
instances studied are not given here for reasons of brevity. The value of P' was 
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calculated from equation (1) by means of a computer. The respective development 
diagram is given in ref. [9] on page 53. 

The following cases were studied: 
1. The temperature dependence of Q and P in melting a model glass refined

with 0.7 % Na20 in the form of Na2S04 (an advantageous concentration of the 
refining agent), r0 max· = 0.20 mm. 
' 2. The temperature dependence of Q and P in melting a model glass refined 
with 2 % Na20 in the form of NaCl (an advantageous concentration of the refining 
agent), ro max· = 0.20 mm. 
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3. The dependence of Q and P on the concentration of NaCl for melting the
model glass refined with NaCl, r0 max• = 0.20 mm, t = 1 300 °C. 

Ad 1. The values of P' and t' for this case are listed in Table I. Calculation 
.according to equation (13) in [9] yields the time of refining, 'l'R = i2 = 740 s, the 
respective losses according to equation (1), part [3], are Q12 = 30.9 kJ/kg (m = 0). 
Table II lists the calculated total values of specific power consumption and 
throughput for the cases b3ing compared, according to equations (2) and (3), 
d. Part (3]. The results are plotted in Fig. 1 and demonstrate the advantage
of bubbling with respect to specific energy consumption as well as throughput.

Table I 

The values of P' and f from equations (1) and (2) 

t [°C] 

P' 

T[s] 

1 150 i 1 200 I 1 250 I 
0.055

1 

0.085 0.14 
39 636 25 647 15 571 

I 

* . . . P:,.ax = 0.43 [7]

1 300 I 
0.24 

9 083 
I 

Table II 

1 350 
1.0 

5 010* I
1 400 

1.0 
5 070* 

1 450 
1.0 

5 070* 

! 1 500
1.0 

5 070* 

The values of Q and P for the model glass melt refined with 0.7 % Ka20 in the form of Na2S04, 

romax = 0.20 mm, the case without bubbling (m1 = 0.9) and that with bubbling (m1 = 0). 
(m1 is the dead zone in the melting section) 

t [°C] 

1 150 
1 200 
1 250 
1 300 
1 350 
1 400 
1 450 
1 500 

I !!,,.
Q

M 
[kJ/kg] 

475 
400 
330 
250 
180 
105 

30 
0 

Without bubbling 
(m1 = 0.9) 

Q [kJ/kg] I P [t/(24 h m3)] 

21 612 0.29 
16 414 0.44 
12 463 0.69 

8 955 1.20 
7 239 1.85 
5 830 3.02 
4 408 6.52 
3 317 32.50 

Table III 

With bubbling 
(m1 = 0) 

Q [kJ/kg] I P [t/(24 h m3)]

3 743 5.02 
3 448 7.75 
3 196 12.71 
3 007 21.71 
2 885 38.77 
2 905 38.68 
2 926 38.60 
2 990 38.51 

: I 

The values of P' and T from equations (1) and (2) 

t [°C] 1 200 1 250 

�·
0.069 0.12 

T [s] 34 782 20 000 

* .. ·. P:.,ax = 0.43 [7]

102 

1 300 1 350 
0.21 0.36 

11 428 6666 

1 400 
1.0 

5 581 

1 450 1 500 1 530 

1.0 1.0 1.0 

5 581* 5 581* 5 581* 
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Table IV 

The values of Q and P for the model glass melt refined with 2 % Na20 in the form of Na.Cl, 
romsx = 0.20 mm, the case without bubbling (m1 = 0.9) and with bubbling (m1 = 0) 

Without bubbling With bubbling 
(m1 = 0.9) (m1 = 0) 

t [00] I �QM [kJ/kg] Q [kJ/kg] \ P [t/(24 h m3)] Q [kJ/kg) I P [t/(24 h m3JJ 
I I· 

1 150 585 108 870 0.05 4 358 I 3.31 
1 200 490 35 050 0.18 3 795 5.70 
1 250 420 14 490 0.53 3 415 9.89 
1 300 340 8 887 1.17 3 172 17.27 
1 350 270 7 204 1.78 3 024 29.55 
1 400 195 6 152 2.56 2 997 35.21 
1 450 120 5 151 3.99 3 025 35.14 

I
1 500 45 4 002 8.15 3 043 35.06 
1 530 0 3 021 40.6 3 063 34.98 

Table V 

The values of P' and r from equations (1) and (2) and the values of Q and P for the model gla.s 
melt refined with Na.Cl, romax = 0.20 mm, 1 300 °0, the case without bubbling (m1 = 0.9) 

and with bubbling (m1 = 0) 

Without bubbling With bubbling 
I 

I I [t/(24� m3)] I
%Na20 

I P' T Q Q p 

as NaCl [s] [kJ/kg] [kJ/kg] [t/(24 h m3)] 

0 
I 

0.39 6 153 

"Tl 
2.43 9 472 32.08 

0.5 0.43* 5 581 6 429 2.03 3 085 35.37 

I 
1.0 

i 

0.32 7 500 7 159 1.64 3 053 26.32 
2.0 0.21 11428 8 887 1.17 3 172 17.27 
3.0 0.19 12 631 10 102 0.98 3 228 15.63 

Ad 2. The values of P and f for this case are given in Table III. Calculation 
according to equation (13) in ref. [9] yields the time of refining l'R = f2 = 272 s, 
the respective losses with the use of equation (1) in Part [3] being Q = 15 kJ/kg 
(m = 0), Table IV presents, according to equations (2) and (3), Part [3], the cal
culated overall values of specific energy consumption and throughput for the two 
cases being compared. The results, as plotted in Fig. 2, likewise prove the advant
ages of bubbling with respect to Q and P. One can also observe a great similarity 
with the case in Fig. 1. 

Ad 3. Similarly, the concentration dependence of Q and P for the two cases 
was also calculated. The results are listed in Table V. The values of Q arid P 
plotted in Fig. 3 demonstrate the advantages of bubbling at 1300 °C over a wide 
concentration range of the refining agent. The only unfavourable case is that not 
using any refining agent because the considerable increase in the time of refining 
is responsible for a considerable rise in the Q value and the length of the refining 
zone. 
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'Long t a n k' with a central lengthwise row of  nozz les  

The facts given in  the previous chapter and in  (4] point out the great significance 
of a favourable flow for both energy consumption and throughput of the melting 
furnace. This is obviously due to reducing the very unfavourable ratio -r/Tpass, 
which amounts to 8-10 with current types of tanks but should be equal to unity 
in the ideal case. A reduction of the ratio would be significant particularly with 
classical melting tanks operated at not too high mean temperatures (the reduction 
of losses being significant from the standpoint of energy consumption). The case 
dealt with in the previous chapter and in ref. [7] was aimed above all at reducing 
the -r/Tpass ratio by introducing transverse flow by means of bubbling nozzles. 
For the case that 'l'pass = 'l'D it was shown that over a comparatively wide range 
of experimental conditions, the value of the ratio for 10 rows of nozzles varies 
between 2.8 and 3.0. When also taking into account the reduction of the Rize 
of the dead zone and the decrease of the 'l'D values, the arrangement appears to be 
very advantageous (cf. Figs. 1-3). There remains the problem of perfect experi
mental verification of the assumed type of flow which should result in an efficient 
mixing of the glass melt at each of the nozzle rows. Even though the preliminary 
results of physical modelling seem to support the assumption [5], more extensive 
measurements are still required. A certain disadvantage is represented by the 
requirement for several transverse rows of nozzles one behind the other, which 
is quite demanding with respect to overall length and the total number of nozzles. 

The present chapter will therefore be concerned with another arrangement 
which should eliminate the drawback. Its principle is based on creating an adequa
tely extensive transverse flow in the melting zone by means of a central row of 
nozzles. In the melting zone, the forward and backward flow should combine 
with the transverse flow due to the nozzles. The transverse flow is assumed to be 
more extensive than the longitudinal one. Two longitudinally rotating cylindrical 
formations of glass melt will form in the melting zone, and the melt will move 
along spiral tracks inside the cylinders. The spiral or helical movement will result 
in an "averaging" of the original tracks in the furnace. In an ideal case the back 
flow could be completely eliminated and all of the glass melt would move towards 
the exit. In addition to this, the temperature in the melting zone would attain 
an average value, and the originally unfavourable -r/Tpass ratio would be reduced. 
In order to assess at least approximately the advantage of such an arrangement, 
let us calculate the example of a rectrangular duct with a sectional area corres
ponding to that of a 'long tank' in the previous chapter. The following assumptions 
are made in the calculation: 

a) The flow rate distribution in the longitudinal direction (component Vx) has
the form of two paraboloids, the top one expressing the backward flow and the 
bottom one the forward flow. 

b) The non-isothermal component is very small ('l'pass = 'l'tech. pass = 'l'n); the
temperature· gradient is assumed in direction x only. 

c) The bubbling nozzles in the central row are close enough one from the other,
so that no backward flow towards the bottom will occur between them. 

d) To simplify the calculation it is assumed that the transverse flow projections
form concentric rectangles whose shape is identical with one half of the transverse 
duct sectional area, the centres of all the rectangles being situated at the inter
sections of the common diagonals. 

104 
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e) The rate of transverse flow along a given path is independent of the place
(however, the angular and circumferential rates of flow along the individual con
centric tracks may differ). 

h 

the shaoe of transverse flow only 

Fig. 4. Sectional view of the rectangular duct with indicated flow rate profiles in direction x, C1nd with 
flow shapes. 

The cross section of a rectangular duct with indicated flow rate profiles in direct
ion x and the assumed shape of flow are shown in Fig. 4. Under the given condit
ions, an arbitrary point moving along an approximately spiral path (cf. the figure) 
will cover, during one revolution, a distance in direction x, given by the sum 
of ten partial distances Bi: 

Vxmax 1 
}2 h'Z 

82 =
Vxmax 1 Z1 . Tj [( y. _ !!___

)
2 _l_ -1] ( zt 3s2

) 
s2 Y1 + Z1 

1 2 . h'2 • 6 8 '

83= VxmaxI (
Y1 --½+h')-r1 [_

(; +z1)
2 

_1
]

. 12 h'2 (Y1 + Z1) sz 

, ( YJ + � - 2h'2 - Y1h' - Y1h + h:'-), 

85 =

Vxmax2 
3(h' - h)2

Vxmax2 
82 
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86 = _v_zm_ax2 __ ( Y_1 +_: -_ h_') _1:1 [ (f-s2z1)2 -1].3(h'-h)2 (Y1 +Z1) ( Y? _ h2 _ h'2 _ Y1h _ Y1h' + h . h' ) 
• 

1 2 2 2 2 2 . (3f) 

It w;ll be shown that the ratio of paths in direction x in the individual concentric tracks is independent of the time of circulation (i. e. the rate of fl.ow) a ong an arbitrary rectangular path. After an adequately long time 1: the .ratio of two paths Sk, s1 in direction x on two arbitrary rectangular paths, designated k and j, is given by the equation 

As it holds that 

one obtains after substitution 

6 

nkTk L const,k 
i=l 

6 n1 1:1 L constii
i=l 

and 

6 

L constt1 
i=l 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

I consttk and I constif are independent of the time of circulation. As follows from the last equation, the efficiency of this way of controlling the convection depends just on the ratio of the paths, that is the fastest path corresponding to the time of passage, and the path corresponding to the mean residencP time: Spass 8 Vpass i! Tpass (7) 

It is interesting to determine the values of these ratios for some fl.ow rate profiles in direction x in the duct. For fl.ow rate Vx increasing linearly with ordinate y (independently of z), the ratio 't/r
pass = 2.25; on introducing transverse fl.ow it will hold that 't/rpass = 1; for the parabolic fl.ow rate profile includiug the forward fl.ow only, it holds that the ratio 't/r

pass = 2.25; introduction of transverse rectangular fl.ow will reduce the ratio to approximately 2.25; as is already known, if there is backward fl.ow, the ratio 't/r
p
ass is quite high (roughly between 8 and 10) as a result of recycling of considerable proportion of the glass melt. There is the question to what extent this ratio will change on introduction of transverse fl.ow. The ratio will obviously be given by the shape of the fl.ow rate profile in direction x. As for the case m = 0 the mean fl.ow rate is simultaneously the rate corresponding to the so-called geometric residence time, i. e. 
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at a contant throughput the value of fJ is fixed and the ratio 't/-rpass can only be 
reduced by raising the value of •pass, which decreases significantly with the· degree 
of back flow. For this reason, and in view of the averaging of paths after intro
duction of transverse flow, it would be advantageous to make the flow-rate profiles 
of both forward and backward flow as symmetrical as possible (the ideal case 
of 't/-rp

ass = 1 would be approached by a duct enclosed from above and having 
a small throughput). Generally, the seeking of the most favourable rate profiles 
is difficult, but the symmetry requirement helps us assess the profiles at least 
qualitatively. 

In addition to the ratio of the two rates of flow, Vxmax2 and Vxmaxl, a significant 
part will obviously be played by situating the level of zero rate in direction x 
for y =j:. O; y =j:. h. It may be said that at small rates of flow (usual in tank furnaces), 
those with substantial differences between the values of Vxmaxi and Vxmax2 are 
not advantageous; the thicknesses of forward and backward flow can also be expec
ted to show great differences. In that case, even when transverse flow has been 
intro.duced, one can expect the back flow to occur and reduce the value of •pass. 
An extremely unfavourable case will arise when the centre of the rotating trans
verse flow is located in the region of Vxmax2 (cf. Fig. 4). Then the value of T

pass will 
be roughly the same for the case with transverse flow and without it, and intro
duction of transverse flow will have no favourable effect. 

To illustrate the problem, let us take the example of transverse flow on the 
assumption that the simplifying assumptions mentioned above hold. Let us com
p11,re two cases of melting with and without transverse flow, both 'little non
isothermal' in character. Similarly to the previous chapter, the melting takes place 
in a tank with a melting section 10 m in length, 4 m in width, a glass layer thickness 
of 1 m. At a distance of 2 m from the feed end, a row of bubbling nozzles is placed 
along the longitudinal axis. The model glass melt (cf. [l]) is refined with 0.7 % Na20 
in the form of Na2S04 , romax = 0.2 mm. The refining takes place in the extended 
section (cf. [9], p. 54). The mean temperature in the melting zone for both cases 
being compared amounts to 1:300 °C; according to technological practice with 
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Fig. 5. Average rates of flow of gla.�s melt in direction x along rectangular paths. 
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standard tanks, the dead zone assumed is rn = 0.2 and the ratio Tp
ass = 0.12 -;:. 

The time of sand dissolution established in laboratory without bubbling was 
274 min, and with bubbling 60 min. The time of dissolution in a tank will vary 
between these limit values, so that the calculation will be made for both cases. 
Melting without any reserve is assumed, so that the value of Vxmaxz can be cal
culated. It is further assumed that the rate profile in direction x is not changed 
by the introduction of transverse bubbling. To. be able to utilize the possible 
reserve due to an increase in Tpass (the throughput will remain unchanged), the 
tank can be shortened, in a favourable case, so as to perform without any reserve 
even with transverse flow. Using simplified calculations, it is possible to estimate 
the value of k' in equations (3a-f) at 0.4. The calculated profiles of the mean 
flow rate of the individual points along rectangular paths in direction x are plotted 
in Fig. 5. The diagram reveals the existence of a minute backward flow close 
to Y -J>- 0.5, Z -J>- I; the maximum speed in direction x is attained by the center 
of the rectangular flow whose path becomes critical. The value of the r/Tpass ratio 
for this critical path decreases from the original 10 to 4.23. In this instance, the 
tank can be shortened from 10 m down to 6.2 m to make it again operate without 
any reserve. The specific energy consumption will decrease, and the specific output 
increase correspondingly. For the case of sand dissolution time reduced to 60 mi
nutes, the tank length would be cut to approximately 3 m, and the ratio 'r/Tpass 
would not change. 

It is of course possible to consider another case when instead of shortening the 
tank one would, while introducing transverse flow, increase the tank throughput 
so that the tank would again operate without any reserve. In that case it is assumed 
that the shape of the flow rate profile in the direction of x would be maintained 
(but not the flow values) on introduction of bubbling. Two opposite effects would 
in fact occur: that of increased throughput will promote forward flow, but that 
of increased temperature gradient (cooling the melt at the charge feeder) will 
act towards maintaining the shape of flow. Even in this case will the r/Tpass ratio 
remain of course the same, being dependent solely on the shape of the flow rate 
profile in direction x. The results of all of the calculations are listed in Table VL 

Table VI 

-

Length 
Q p Tank of melting zone [kJ/kg] [t/(24 h m3)] Bubbling 

[m] 

Original 10 8 955 1.20 no 

Shortened, with higher To 

value 6.2 (5.45) 6 495 (6 030) 1.96 (2.20) yes 

Shortened, with lower To 

values 3.0 (2.75) 4 078 (3 909) 4.0 (4.36) yes 

Original, with higher To 

value, higher through-
put 10.0 5 608 (5 040) 2.31 (2.75) yes 

Original, with lower To 

value, higher through-

I 
put 10.0 3 125 (2 977) 10.50 (12.60) yes 
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The table indicates that the effect is always discernible, even though mostly 
not so obvious as in the case of bubbling from transvers3 rows of nozzles. This is 
particularly due to the fact that in this case one has to expect a smaller effect 
.of bubbling on the value of TD, However, the arrangement has the advantage of 
a substantially smaller number of bubbling nozzles. 

When then the symmetry of flow-rate distribution in direction x is improved 
by setting the level of zero flow rates in direction x to one half the glass melt layer 
thickness (h' = h/2), the resulting ratio r/rpass will decrease to 3.5. The decrease 
-of specific energy consumption and the increase in throughput is indicated by the
values in brackets.

The main problem is obviously to achieve as flat 'mean flow rate' profiles as
possible in direction x while not knowing the exact shape of the rate profile com
ponents in direction x (one can call this the attainment of a quasipiston flow).
It would obviously be advantageous to introduce suitable agitation in the vertical
direction (e. g. with the use of several low-output nozzles) at the line y = 0, z =
= 1/48 and 3/4 8, thus re-averaging the already averaged spiral paths. The ad
vantage would be based on further reduction of the r/Tpaas ratio towards unity,
and on greater effici< ncy of bubbling with respect to sand dissolution.

In practice, when the conditions are considerably non-isothermal in character
(there is a temperature gradient in vertical direction) it is also necessary to consider
the significant favourable effect of temperature averaging of the individual tracks
due to introduction of transverse flow.

CONCLUSION 

As indicated by the results of the present study, there are realistic possibilities 
-0£ substantially intensifying the melting process in the melting zone. The two
cases using agitation of the glass melt by transverse rows of nozzles or a longitudinal
one ware dealt with only semiquantitatively. The prospects of such arrangements
are obvious, as are the problems involved. It is first of all necessary to create
a mathematical model of the melting zone, which would be capable of providing
a precise picture of the flow and could be used as evidence for practical applicability
of such and other similal"- arrangements. The two cases are thus just a couple
of the many possibilities that can be resolved by means of models.
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Lis t  of Symbols  

h total height of glass melt flow [m] 
k' - height of back flow ( m]

- number of recycles above the l-th row of nozzles
mo -rn/-r (integer obtained by rounding the ratio upwards)
m, m1 , m2 - dead zone in the melting and refining sections
nk, n1 number of recycles along the k-th and j-th path during time -r,

I const ik, I const ij - sum of constants including the right-hand
sides of equations (3a-f) except the values of ik, TJ - the times
of recycles along the k-th and the j-th path

romax - the initial radius of the largest sand grain [mm]
8 - half the duct width [ m]
8 - track per time -r corresponding to the mean residence time (m]
81 - path travelled by an element of glass melt along a part of spiral

track during one cycle [ m]
8pass - path travelled during time -r corresponding to the time of.passage [m]
Vgeom - the so-called geometrical speed of movement of the glass melt throu·gh

the melting zone [ms-1] 

V:z:max1, V:z:max2 - maximum components of rate of flow in direction x 
Vp

ass, v - flow rate in direction x corresponding to the time of passage and the
mean residence time (ms-1] 

Ail - integer coefficients used in the resolving of equation (1) according
to instruction

L - length of the melting zone or duct [m]
N� 

p 

P' 

110 

concentration of sand grains in the melt after the melting time
(i - 1) Ti + -rd 2 established in laboratory [number per kg]
throughput of the melting zone [t/(24 hm3)]
the probability with which the glass melt will pass to the next row
of nozzles after the first recycle above the row

- specific energy consumption of melting [kJ kg-I]
the amount of energy required for heating 1 kg of glass melt from
melting temperature in the first melting zone to the refining tempe
rature in the second melting zone (kJ kg-I]
concentration of undissolved sand grains [number per kg]
admissible standard concentration of undissolved sand grains behind
the last row of nozzles [number per kg]
volume of the melting zone [m3]
throughput by volume through the melting tank [m3s-1]

- half width and height of the respective j-th rectangular tracks in
cross section [m]
time of sand dissolution [s]
the mean time of recycling of the melt above one row of nozzles [s]
the so-called geometrical time of residence [s]
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-r1 time of one recycle along j-th rectangular track [s] 

T mean residence time of glass melt in a continuous melting tank [s} 

Tpasa the shortest time of passage of a melt element through the tank [s l 

TR the time required for refining/elimination of bubbles (seed), [s] 

Ttecb pass - technological time of melting along the fastest path [s]

HLAVNf TE CHNOLOGICKE CHARAKTERISTIKY SKLARSKYCH 
TAVICfCH PROSTORU Z HLEDISKA PRUBEHU TAVICfHO PROCESU 

CAST V .  VLIV USPORADANf PROUDENf PO.M:OCf PROBUBLAVANf 

Lubomir Nemec 

Ostav chemie skelnych a keramickych materuilu CSA V, 120 00 Praha 

Vysledky predchazejicich praci [1-4) ukazuji velke ovlivneni merne energeticke spotreby 
a vykonu taviciho prostoru uspofadanim proudeni. V praci byly pomoci odhadnutych tvaru 
proudeni feseny dva pripady: Tavici prostor s nekolika pricnymi fadami probublavacich trysek 
a tavici prostor s jednou fodou probublavacich trysek v podelne ose. Pro prvni pripad vypoctene. 
hodnoty ukazuji ve srovnani s pripadem bez probublavani znacne snizeni merne energeticke 
spotreby a zvyseni vykonu (Obr. 1-3. a Tab. II, IV, V). Pro pripad podelne i-ady probublava
cich trysek (Obr. 4.) jsou vysledky rovnez pfiznive (Tab. VI). Oboji usporadani by melo vyznam 
pfedevsim pro taveni za nepfilis vysokych teplot vyhodnych z ekologickeho hledisk0

• Podrobneji 
je nutno takova uspofadani resit pomoci matematickych. modehi tavicich prostoru. 

Obr. 1. Merna energeticka spotfeba a vykon v zavislosti na teplote pro ,,dlouhou vanu", modelova 
sklovina (74% SiO, , 16%Na,O, 10%Ca0}, 0,7%Na,O j. Na,804, romax = 0,20mm .

O - bez"probublavani, m, = 0,9; m2 = 0
X - s probublavanirr,, m, = O; m2 = 0,9 
+ - s probublavanim, m, = 0: m, = O

Obr. 2. Merna energeticka spotfeba a vykon v zavislosti na teplote pro ,,<Ilouhou vanu", modelova 
sklovina, ·2 % Na,O J· NaCl, romax = 0,20 mm. 
O - bez probublavani, m, = 0,9; m2 = O 
+ - s probublavanim, m1 = 0: m2 = O

Obr. 3. Merna energeticka spotfeba a vykon v zavislosti na konc. NaCl pro ,,dlouhou vanu", modelova 
sklovina, 1300 °G, romax = 0,20 mm. 
O - bez probublavani, m1 = 0,9; m2 = O
x - s probublavanim, m1 = O; m, = O

Obr. 4. Pfwny fez pravouhlym kanalem s vyznai5enim profiltl rychlosti ve smeru x a tvary proudeni. 

Obr. 5. Prtlmerne rychlosti posunu skloviny ve smeru x na obdelnikovych drahach. 
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OCHOBHblE TEXHOJIOrJ:lqECRHE XAPAR TEPl1CTl1IUI 
BAPQqHbIX 30H C TQqR11 3PEHl1H XO,D;A BAPQqHoro II P01'ECCA 

V. B JI 11 H H HE -Y II OP H .Ii: 0 q EH 11 H RO H B E R 1' 11 H
C IIOMOI:qbIO BAPBOTAIB'.A 

Jiy6oM!ip HeMeII 

Hncmumym xu.Muu cme1-.M1,H,H,bix u i.epa.Mu.,,ec,.ux .Mamepua.11,ofJ qcAH, 
Jluno6a 5, 120 00 Ilpaea 2 

Pe3yJibTaTbl rrpe/IIII0CTBYI0�HX pa60T [3-4] IIORa3bIBaIOT, qTO Ha Y/I0JibHbIH pacXO/I 
3HeprmI H MO�HOCTb BapoqHoii 30Hbl orpOMHOe BJIHHHHe ORa3bIBaeT yrropH/IOqeHne ROHB0K
IlHH. B rrpe):IJiaraeMOH pa6oTe peIIIaIOTCH Ha OCHOBe OII0HKH q,opM ROHB0KIIHH /I.Ba cnyqaa: 
BapoqHaH 30Ha C H0CROJlbRHMH rrorrepeqHbIMII PH/IaMH 6ap6oTalRHbIX q,opcyHOR H BapoqHaH 
30Ha C 0/IHHM PH/IOM 6ap6oTaJRHbIX q,opcyHOR B rrpO]J;OJibHOH OCH. B rrepBOM cJiyqae pacqn
TaHHble B0JIH'IHHbl II0Ra3bIBaI0'f B cpaBH0HHH co cnyqaeM 6e3 6ap60Tnp0BaHHH 3HaqHT0JibHOe 
IIORHJR0HH0 YA0JibH:>ro pacXO]J;a irneprHH H IIOBbIIIIeRHe '.MO�HOCTH (cM. pHc. 1.-3. II Ta6JI. II, 
IV, V). B cnyqae rrpoJJ;OJibHoro pa]i;a 6ap6oTaJRHbIX q,opcyHoR (cM. pnc. 4.) pe3yJibTaTbl 
TaKJRe IIOJIOlRHT0JibHbl (cM. Ta6JI. VI). RaR rrepBoe, TaK H BTOpoe yrropHJJ;oqeHHe HM0JIO 6bl 
cBoe aHaqeHHe npemJJ;e Bcero B cnyqae Bapm1 rrpH rre oqeHb BbICORHX TeMrrepaTypax, OKaabl
Baro�nxca rrpnrOJJ;HblMH c :moJior11qecRoii TOqRH 3peHHH. TaKoe yrropaJJ;oqeHne Tpe6yeT 
6oJiee IIO/Ip06Horo pememrn C IIOMO�bIO MaTeMaTnqecRHX MO/IeJieii: BapoqHbIX 30H. 

Puc. 1. YDe.11,bH,b!U pacxoa anepeuu u .MOUfHocmb 6 aaeucu.Mocmu om. men.Mepamypbi DAA 
,,811,unnou eannM"; .Mo8e.11,bna11, cme,;,.11,0.Macca (74 % Si02, 16 % Na20, 10 % CaO), 
0,7 % Na20. Na2S04, ro MaHc. = 0,20 MM; o - 6ea 6ap6oma:»ea, m, = 0,9, m2 = 0, 
X - c 6a6oma:»ee.M, m, = 0, m2 = 0,9 + - c 6ap6oma:»ee.M, m, = 0, m2 = 0. 

Puc. 2. YDe.11,bnbiU pacxoa anepeuu u MOUfT-WCmb e aaeucu.Mocmu om me.Mnepamypb1 811,11, 
,,8.11,u1-1,1wu eannb1", .Mo8e.11,bna11, cmei..11,0.Macca, 2 % Na20 . NaCl, ro MaHc. = 0,20 MM, 
o - 6ea 6ap6oma:»ea, m, = 0,9, m2 = 0, + - c 6ap6oma:»ee.M, m, = 0, m2 = 0.

Puc. 3. Y8e.11,bnb1U pacxoa anepeuu u .MoUfnocmb e aaeucu.Mocmu om ,wn!f�nmpa!fuu NaCl 
a- ,,811,unnou eannb1", .Mo8e.11,bnM cme,;,.11,0.Macca, 1 300 °C, ro MaHc. = 0,20 MM, o - 6ea
6ap6oma:»ea, m, = 0,9, m2 = 0, X - c 6ap6oma:»Ce.M, m, = 0, m2 = 0.

Puc. 4. Ilonepe.,,noe C8""enue npR.M,oyao.11,bnbi.M i.ana.11,0.M c o6oana.,,enue.M npo<ju.11,eu ci.opocmeu 
e nanpae.11,enuu x u ¢op.Mb! i.0H,1Jei.!fuu. 

Puc. 5. Cpe8nue CYiopocmu nepe.MeUfenUR. cme1£.11,0Maccbi 6 nanpae.aenuu x na npR..Moyeo.11,bnb1X 
mpaccax. 
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